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Summarv
This paper analyzes the return distribution parameters of alternative
option portfolio strategies. The findings indicate that the diversification
process for options operates in much the same manner as common stock — the
distribution parameters approach their assumptotic levels at approximately
the same level of diversification. Furthermore, the relative systematic
levels of the parameters across the strategies are in accordance with theory.
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Diversification In Options
Introduction
A recent paper by Merton, Scholes and Gladstein [MSG, 9] reported
that a portfolio consisting of 90% connnerclal paper and 10% options
provided a higher average return and a lower variance of return than
a stock portfolio comprised of the underlying securities. Two stock
samples were Included in the study:
1. The 136 securities on which listed options were available in
1975.
2. The Dow Jones Industrials.
The time period examined extended from January, 1963 thru December, 1975,
Since the resvilts reported in [9] were for the entire sample (as a
portfolio) , an important issue is "how large a portfolio of options is
needed in order to achieve the results similar to those in MSG?"
Statistically, how does changing the size of an option portfolio affect
the distribution parameters of average return, variance of return and
skewness of return? Or, alternatively, what are the diversification
effects upon the return distribution parameters of option portfolios?
A related issue, given the scenario in [9], is whether or not the in-
clusion of commercial paper (or some other fixed-income instrument)
alters the diversification process in any way.
Previous research with stocks, [7], indicates that randomly
selected portfolios of sixteen to twenty securities produces a variance
of return on the market itself, since at this level of diversification,
nearly all of the dlverslfiable risk is removed. In addition, evidence
exists that covered option writing portfolios achieve comparable risk
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reduction at a level of diversification of only five securities [5],
However, Klemkosky and Martin [7] have shown that an inverse relation-
ship exists between security volatility and the level of risk, reduction
achievable in a portfolio. Thus , since options are extremely volatile
instruments , it might be surmised that a large number of options will
be required to replicate the distribution statistics as reported in [9].
Furthermore, since alternative option strategies (e.g., in the money
vs. out of the money) differ in return volatility, the diversification
effects upon return distribution parameters may vary across differing
option portfolio strategies.
Concerning the above remarks, this research seeks to address the
following issues:
1. What are the diversification effects upon the return distribu-
tion parameters of alternative option portfolio strategies?
2. What are the relationships between the systematic parameters
of alternative option strategies and is the relationship
between exercise price and stock price (at the time of option
purchase) important in explaining the impact that diversifica-
tion has upon the return distribution parameters?
The first section will develop the relevant hypotheses concerning
these two issues. This will be followed by a discussion of the data
base and the methodology employed. The paper concludes with a report
of the results and a brief summary.
Analytics of the Issues
Diversification and its Effects on
the Distribution Parameters of
Option Portfolios
Conventional wisdom suggests that the return on any asset i (e.g.,
stocks, options) can be expressed in the following manner:
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(1) r. = u. + s^ + e^
where
;
r, = the asset's total return
u = a unique return portion
s
.
= a systematic (market factor) return portion
e. = an error term
1
= denotes random variables
The expectation of (1) is simply:
(2) E[r^] = E[u.+^^-f^^]
Subtracting (2) from (1) , squaring, and then taking expectations
yields the following:
(3) E[r.-E(r^)]^ = E[s.-E(s^)]^ + E[e.-E(e^)]^
+ 2 . E[(s^-E(s^)(e^-E(e^)]
Equation (3) simply states that the variance about the return on any
asset can be decomposed into its systematic and unsystematic components
as well as a covariance term.
In similar fashion, subtracting (2) from (1), cubing, and then
taking expectations yields the following:
(A) E[r.-E(r.)]^ = E[s.-E(s^)]^ + E[e.-E(e.)]^
+ 3 • E[(s.-E(s.))^(e^-E(e.))]
+ 3 • E[(L-E(s^))(e.-E(e^))^]
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Equation (3) states that the skewness about the return on any asset
can be decomposed into its systematic and imsystematic components as
well as two cross-product terms.
To analyze the effects of diversification upon the above return
distribution parameters, it is necessary to restate the results in
terms of portfolios. For a portfolio of m assets, (1) becomes:
(la) r = u + s + e
m m m m
Letting x. (i=l, ..., m) represent the proportion of the portfolio
invested in asset i, (la) can be redefined as:
„ M > m _
(lb) r * E X. (u,+e ) + E x.s.
° i=l ^ ^ ^ i-1 ^ ^
By refining the second component of (lb), the elements of portfolio
return can be analyzed. Thus, let:
m _ m
(Ic) Z x.s. = Z x.a. (u'+e")
.,11 ,,iiss1=1 i=l
where:
a. = denotes the responsiveness of asset i to movements in
the systematic (market) factor
u" = a measure of the expected return on the systematic factor
e~ = random fluctuation about u~
s s
Thus, s. has been decomposed into its unique effect upon each r, (the a.)
and its expected return and uncertainty (the u" and e", which are common
. m
to all r.). Letting Z x.a. = X_,
,
,
u" = u_,
,
, and e" = e_.
, ,
(Ic) becomes;
1 * , , i i m+1 ' s m+1 s m+1i»l
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nrfl
(Id) r = 2 x.(u,+e.)
m
.^^ i i i
Taking the expectation of (Id) yields the portfolio equivalent
of (2):
m+l
(2a) E[r ] = Z x, • E[u,+e,]
m
.^^ i i i
Subtracting (2a) from (Id), squaring, and then taking expectations,
provides the portfolio equivalent of (3)
:
m
2 - - 2
+ Z x/ . E[e.-E(e,)]^
i=l ^
m+l m+l
_ - . -
+ Z Z XX, • E[(e -E(e ))(e,-E(e ))]
i-1 JT'i - - -'
In similar fashion, the portfolio equivalent of (4) can be obtained
by subtracting (2a) from (Id), cubing, and then taking expectations:
m - - 3
+ Z xj • E[e^-E(e^)]-'
i»l
m+l m+l m+l .____.
+ Z Z Z xjc.x, • E[(e,-E(e,))(e,-E(e ))(e,-E(e^)
i=l j^i k^i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
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Analyzing the return equation (2a) , it is a well-accepted principle
that diversification should not, in and of itself, increase or decrease
the rate of return expected on a portfolio of assets. The expected re-
turn should be a function of the systematic levels of relevant higher
moments (e.g., risk, and possibly others) since the unsystematic por-
tions of these factors can be eliminated via portfolio diversification.
Therefore, one should expect the average value of expected return to
remain constant (aside from sampling errors) throughout diversification
for an option strategy containing a given level of relevant systematic
factors.
Focusing upon the variance equation (3a) first, it is noted that
2
" "
2
since the systematic variance term, x^_^ • E[e .-E(e .)] , remains
constant (and represents the component of portfolio variance which is
attributable to movements in the market factor) as diversification
occurs (or as m-»M, the total number of possible options in a given
category) , the benefits of incireased portfolio size will depend upon
what happens to the last two expressions in (3a) . Concerning the
m 2 - - 2
unsystematic variance component, E x. • E[e.-E(e.)] , its average
i=l ^ ^
value -K) as m^. Furthermore, since its value is positive, diversifica-
tion reduces portfolio variance via elimination of this term. However,
the magnitude of this gain depends upon the behavior of the third term
in (3a) as diversification occurs. If the average value of this term
(as T!t*ti) increases, stays the same, or decreases, then the benefits
of unsystematic risk elimination will be reduced, unchanged, or increased.
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The third term captures the covariances among individual assets'
error terms as well as the covariances between an asset's error term
and the return which is attributable to movements in the market factor.
Since this term may be negative, zero, or positive, it is difficult
to tell, without measuring, whether the benefits of option diversifica-
tion will arise solely from the elimination of the unsystematic compo-
^ 2
nent.
Traditional analyses of common stocks have estimated the responsive-
ness factors (the a.'s) via the popular "market mDdel" where the resultant
a.'s denote stock betas. Hence, under this framework, x_,, would
i m+i
represent the portfolio beta. The employment of this approach most
nearly always assumes away the last term of (3a) by invoking:
(5) E(e^) « i = 1, .... m + 1
(6) E[(e^-E(e^))(e -E(e ))] i¥j i, j=l m + 1
However, there is some evidence (see [7]) that these assumptions
3(especially (6)) may not hold. The point of all this is that what
has been observed is that portfolio risk approaches the level of risk
attributable to movements in the market factor, as portfolio size is
increased. What is not clear is whether all of the risk reduction
arises solely from the elimination of the unsystematic element, or
4
whether some of it arises from elimination of the covariance term.
In any event, for common stocks it has been observed, [7], that sub-
stantial reductions in portfolio variance occurs with moderate levels
of diversification.
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Based upon the analytic argiments given, one should expect diver-
sification to reduce the level of risk inherent in option portfolios,
with the asymptotic variation approaching the systematic variation
inherent in options.
Shifting the focus to (4a) , the effects of diversification upon
the skewness of an option portfolio are less clear than for portfolio
- ' " 3
variance. Again, since systematic skewness, Xf,, • E[e_, , -E(e_, , ) ] ,
nn"l m+i nrri
remains constant as diversification occurs, the effects of increased
portfolio size will depend upon what happens to the last two expressions
3 3
in (4a). The unsystematic term, I x. • E[e,-E(e. )] , will as before,
i=l
^
approach zero as portfolio size becomes large. But , whether or not
this tendency increases, leaves unchanged, or decreases portfolio skew-
ness depends upon whether the unsystematic term's sign is negative,
zero, or positive. Unlike the case for xmsystematic variance, the
sign of unsystematic skewness cannot be determined ex ante (since its
value is in cubic terms, rather than squared terms). In addition, the
magnitude of this effect will depend upon the behavior of the third term
of (4a) as m^. If the average value of this term increases, stays
the same, or decreases, then the effects of diversification upon the
elimination of unsystematic skewness will be reduced, unchanged, or
increased.
For common stocks, it has been shown [12] that the signs of the
last two terms in (4a) are both positive. Furthermore, the magnitude
of the imsystematic component was much larger than the covariance
component (implying that the majority of skewness reduction comes from
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elimination of the unsystematic component) . Since stock price move-
ments and option price movements are highly correlated, option skew-
ness should behave in the same manner as stock skewness. Thus, it is
hypothesized that the last two terms of (4a) should both be positive,
implying that diversification should reduce the skewness inherent in
option portfolios, with the limiting value being the systematic compo-
nent of skewness. Intuitively, this seems reasonable since as the
portfolio size is increased, portfolio return will approach its expected
value conditional upon the market factor's return.
Systematic Levels of Return Distribution Parameters; Stocks vs.
Options; Options vs. Options
Now that the hypothesized effects of diversification upon the
return distribution parameters of option portfolios have been developed,
the analysis turns to the relationships one should expect between the
systematic levels of the distribution parameters across alternative
asset portfolios. In particular, the focus will be on two types of
portfolios:
1. a portfolio of the underlying stocks.
2. portfolios of options similar in all respects except for the
relationship of stock price (at time of option purchase) and
the exercise price.
For some time now, research in finance has focused on the concept
that the expected return on a financial asset should be a positive
function of its underlying systematic risk. This notion has led to
the now famous "Capital Asset Pricing Model" (CAPM) which not only
formulates this idea, but also provides a mechanism for the pricing of
financial assets under specified equilibrium conditions (see [5]).
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An important issue is whether or not this systematic risk-
expected return hypothesis holds on an ex-post basis among alternative
option strategies as well as among options and stocks. In other words,
is there a positive (ex-post) relationship between the return and
systematic risk as exhibited between alternative option/stock strategies?
Alternatively, do option/stock strategies which exhibit higher levels
g
of systematic risk also earn higher returns?
To gain some insight into what one could expect after diversifica-
tion runs its course, consider the well-tested option pricing model as
developed in a seminal piece by Black and Scholes [2], Their formula
for the value of a call option is:
(7) C = P '-NCDl) - K . e~'^^*N(D2) .
where: P = stock price at time of option purchase
K = exercise price for the option
t* = time to maturity
r = risk-free rate
2V = variance rate about the stock return
N(*) * cumulative normal density function
Dl = [log(P/K) + (r+|v^)t*]/v/t*
D2 = Dl-v/t*"
The assumptions and development of this model are well-known and
need not be stated here (see [1], [2], and [5]). The general conclusion
regarding this model is that prices generated via its formula conform
very well with actual price options (see [9]).
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What is important, for our purposes, is that in developing the
valuation formula, an expression for the systematic risk of an option
9
is determined. The formula is:
(8) B = (P'N(D1)/C)-B
c p
where:
B = systematic risk of the option
B = systematic risk of the underlying stock
The problem with formula (8) , in terms of implementation, is that
(8) is specified for instantanous relationships. In other words, (8)
changes from instant to instant depending upon the parameters affecting
C (particidarly k and t*) . Even so, the model can be employed to pre-
dict ^rtiat theory would suggest to be the ranking among alternative
option/stock strategies' systematic risks and average returns.
Using (7) to make substitutions into (8) and simplifying:
(9) B =
c
K • e"^^*N (D2)'
N(D1)
-rt*
Because C is non-negative (P«N(D1) >_ K • e N(D2)), thus making the
ratio in the denominator ^ 1) , the denominator is >_ and <_ 1. Thus
B ^B . Hence, since nearly all stocks have positive systematic
risks, any option on a particular stock should have a level of systematic
risk at least as great as the systematic risk of the underlying stock.
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Since this relationship holds on a one-for-one basis, it should
also hold on a portfolio basis. That is, a portfolio of options should
have a level of systematic risk that is at least as great as the sys-
tematic risk, level of the underlying stocks and this relationship
should hold for every instant in time. Hence, if B . > B .: for
c,i - p,i'
all i (i=l, ..., m) , then:
m m
(10) Z X. • B . > Z X, • B ,
i-1 ^ '^^-i-l ^ P'^
But if B , > B . for any i, then
c,i p,i
m m
(11) I x.B ^ > Z X. • B .
i=l ^ '^•^ i=l ^ P'^
where B . and B , are used as proxies for the systematic risks in-
c,i p,i ^ -^
herent in options and stocks. Thus, as diversification runs its course
(as m-*M, and thus the only element remaining is the systematic component),
the empirical results should demonstrate that:
(3b)
-^1 • E[e^i-^(e^i)]'c L-i,i ' E[e^r^(Vl>lp
where the C and P subscripts denote portfolios of call options and
stocks at a fully diversified level.
To evaluate systematic risk among alternative option strategies,
consider two options that are similar in every respect, except for
exercise price (K) . To make the comparison more vivid, assxnne that
the price of the underlying stock is such that one of the options is
"in the money" (I) and the other option is "out of the money"(0).
Examination of (8) reveals the factors which would cause B (I)
c
to differ from B (0)
:
c
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fT7> N(D1)(I) > N(D1)(0)
^^^ C(I) < C(0)
The determination of which side of (12) has the greater value will
indicate which option has the greater level of systematic risk. By
inspection, N(D1) (I) > N(D1) (0) and C(I) > C(0). But this tells us
nothing. What is of interest is how the above ratio changes with
respect to changes in K (the exercise price) . Differentiating —p—^
with respect to K reveals that the ratio is a positive function of
K (see [4]). What this means is that the higher the exercise price
(or the more "out of the money") of the option, the greater should
be the level of systematic risk:
(13) B (0) > B (I)
c c
Since this relationship holds on a one-for-one basis, it should
also hold on a portfolio basis. Thus, if B ,(0) > B .(I) for every
c,i c,i
i(i=l, ..., m) , then:
m m
(14) Z X. • B^ .(0) > Z X. . B^ .(I)
i=l ^ ''•^ i=l ^ '^'^
Thus, when comparing two option portfolios which are similar in all
respects except one portfolio is constructed with higher underlying
exercise prices, the portfolio which is more out of the money should
exhibit a higher level of systematic risk. Thus, at a fully diversified
level:
^'^^ 4i • ^fvr^^Vi^^o ' 4i • ^fw^(^"m.i^^i
where the and I subscripts indicate fully diversified out of the
money and in the money portfolios.
Therefore, systematic risk (the amount remaining after diversifi-
cation) should increase as the portfolio strategy moves from stocks to
in the money to successively more out of the money options. Further-
more, if return is positively related to systematic risk (ala CAPM
framework) , then the average returns earned by the alternative option/
stock strategies should increase in the same manner.
One final consideration, with respect to risk, is the relationship
(if any) that exists between systematic risk and the last two components
of (3a) . Klemkosky and Martin [8] have shown that a positive relation-
ship exists between the level of systemtic risk and the level of the
diversifiable components. That is, stock portfolios containing greater
amounts of systematic risk also contain greater amounts of risk to be
diversified. Further, they demonstrate that the rate at ^Aich these
divesifiable elements are eliminated (via diversification) is different
(diversifiable risk in a low "beta" portfolio is eliminated at a faster
rate—a lower level of diversification).
Thus, if these phenomena are also present in options, the empirical
results will demonstrate that:
m - . _ ~ m^l m+1 _ _ . .
(15) Z x/ • E[e.-E(e.)]^ + Z Z x.x,E[ (e .-E(e. ) ) (e.-E(e .)) ]
-
i=l ^ 1 1 u ^^^ ^^^ 1 J 1 1 3 :
u
m 9 - ~ ? nH-1 m+1 ....
Z x/E[e -E(e.)]^ + Z Z x x. • E[e .-E(e . )) (e .-E(e .) ) ]
i=i ^ ^ ^ ^ ±=1 ii± ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
and:
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(16)
m
Z
ni«2
AE[r -E(r )]^
V
E[^-E(^)]- - E[r^-E(r^)]^
m
L
in=2
AE[r
-E(rJ]^ ^
m m
On a one-for-one basis, an option should possess a higher level
of systematic skewness vis a vis its underlying stock due to the fact
that the relatioiiship between exercise price and the stock price at
option maturity produces a truncated distribution of possible returns
for the option holder. Furthermore, this truncation effect exists for
every time period (e.g., every six-month period) and thus introduces
the element of positive systematic skewness in the option's time series
of returns. This trrmcation effect results in a larger range of pos-
sible returns for the option vis a vis the underlying stock. This in-
creased return range is non-symmetric since the maximum loss is -100%
(when P
_^
X) , whereas the maximum percentage return can be very large
depending upon the cost of the option and the value of P - K at maturity.
Cbviously, the magnitude of this effect is not as great for the underlying
stock. Thus, given movement in the market factor, the option holder
possesses a positive systematic skewness advantage vis a vis the stock
holder.
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In a portfolio context, the situation is even more evident. For
the influence of the market factor in determining the movement of stock
prices can be such that negative stock price movements may offset
positive price movements to produce a zero portfolio return. But
,
in the corresponding option portfolio, the influence of the market
factor will, at worst, produce the same "washing out" result due to
the truncation effect. Hence, the return on the option portfolio
can be positive even when the stock portfolio has a zero return (see
[9] for an example). Thus, if y . and y . represent the systematic
skewness' of a call option and its underlying stock, then since
Y^ . > Y_
^
; for all i (i=l, . .
.
, m)
:
c,i P (^
m m
(17) s X Y^ . > j: X Y .
i»l ^ <^'^ i-1 ^ P'^
Thus, as diversification rtms its course (or as skewness approaches its
systematic level) , the empirics should show that
:
^^^) 4l • ^f^nrfr^(^m.l>^? > 4l • ^tW^^^nrfl^^J
Concerning the levels of systematic skewness present in alterna-
tive option strategies, the higher the underlying exercise price, the
greater is the systepatic skewness. Since out of the money options in-
volve smaller dollar amounts, any movement in the market factor has the
potential of producing very large returns in the option vis a vis options
with higher exercise prices. However, the market movement must be sub-
stantially larger in order that its effect produces a positive option
value at maturity. Hence, increasing the exercise price also increases
the probability of a zero option value at maturity. Thus, options
carrying higher exercise prices will experience a greater number of
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-100% returns, but also a greater number of significantly large returns
relative to options with lower exercise prices—thus, a greater amount
of positive systematic skewness. Thus, if y .(0) > y .(I) for every
c,i c,i
i(i=l, ..., M) , then:
m m
(18) E x.Y, ,(0) > I x.Y .(I)
Therefore, at a fully diversified level, our results should demonstrate
that:
(^-) 4i • ^fw^^^n^.i^^'o ^ 4i • ^^vr^^Vi^i
Therefore, systematic skewness (the amount remaining after diversifi-
cation) should increase as the analysis moves from stocks to options
with increasingly higher exercise prices.
Finally, an empirical question is whether or not option portfolios
which contain higher levels of systematic skewness also contain greater
amounts of diversifiable skewness. Furthermore, is the rate at which
non-systematic skewness is eliminated an inverse function of the level
of systematic skewness. Thus, as for risk, will the following be
observed:
m . « « ^ m+1 m+"l nri-l ^ » _ -. .
(19) Z x^^ . E[e^-E(e.)]J + Z Z Z x.x x^ • E[ (e .-E(e,)) (e -E(e )) (e^-E(e^)
]
1=1 i=l jfi kfi -^ -' -' I
m - _ » - m+l n+l m+1
Z x. . E[e.-E(e.)]
i=l ^ 1 X
^ ^+ Z Z Z X x.x^ • E[(e.-E(e^))(e -E(e ))(e^-E(e^))]
i=l j/i k^i ^ J J I
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and:
(20)
m
Li
np«2
AE[r -E(r )]
m m
E[^-E(^)]^ - E[r^-E(r3_)]^
m
1IF»2
AE[r -E(r )]•
m m
E[^-E(^)]^ - E[r^-E(r^)]^
The Data and Methodology
The Stock Sample
To carry out the tests of the aforementioned diversification
issues, the sample of stocks on which options would be purchased
must be specified. The initial sample in this study includes the
136 stocks on which listed options were available as of December 31,
1975. Unfortunately, thirty-four of the stocks in the data base (to
be discussed below) did not have continuous price and /or dividend in-
formation over the sample period. For this reason, they are not in-
cluded in the study. Even so, the remaining sample represents a wide
range of risk levels and dividend yields. Therefore, portfolios based
upon these stocks (as well as their underlying options) should be well
diversified.
Unfortunately (as noted in [9]), the selection of this particular
stock group introduces a selection bias. Although the sample was not
chosen on the basis of past performance, past performance was probably
a consideration in their selection by the various options exchanges.
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Hierefore, these securities can be expected to outperform a randomly
chosen group of stocks over the period investigated in this study.
On the other hand, these are the securities upon which options
may be purchased. Thus, in this sense, there is no selection bias
in the sample.
Period of Study
The period investigated by this study extends from July 1, 1963
to December 31, 19 78. This period was marked by a variety of up and
down market periods. For all of the portfolio strategies examined, a
six-month holding period was assumed. Thus, to be consistent with
this structure, all of the return distribution statistics reported are
on a semiannual basis.
To generate a time series of returns for the various option port-
folio strategies, it is necessary to have option prices. For this
study, a formula, (7) , was used to generate option prices at the
beginning of each six-month period. The reasons for this approach
are several.
First, to generate a representative pattern of returns requires
a period long enough to encompass varying market environments. Prior
to 1973, however, all options transactions took place through options
dealers on an individual trade basis, with little standardization with
respect to exercise price and/or maturity date. Aside from obtaining
a dealer's book, the only reasonable source was the advertisements by
dealers in financial newspapers
.
Second, there is the problem with having enough stocks on which op-
tions are available. Since this study is concerned with diversification
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(e,g,, the effects of increased portfolio size), a sample of "reason-
able" size is needed. Unfortunately, it was not until 1975, that a
significantly large number of stocks carried options.
Third, to compare the diversification effects upon the return
distribution parameters of alternative option portfolios, the options
within a given portfolio should carry the same initial stock price/
exercise price ratio continuously through the period of examination.
Such price data are not available prior to 1973.
Fourth, the terms of options bought and sold through options
dealers provided for adjustments to the exercise price when cash
dividends were paid on the stock. These adjustments are not made
for listed call options.
Finally, the sensitivity of option prices and option return
distributions to the use of model prices was conducted in [9]. Es-
sentially, MSG compare the prices and return distributions of actual
option prices versus the prices and return distributions of model
prices. The differences they found were quite small.
Thus, we believe that the results in this study should conform
qxiite well to an analysis using actual option prices (when the data
availability requirement is met). Furthermore, this study is not
concerned with the actual levels of returns, per se; but, rather,
with the effects of diversification upon the return distribution
parameters and relative levels of the parameters for alternative
option portfolio strategies.
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The Option Prices
The option pricing formula used in our study is the formula given
2
by equation (7). The variance rate, v , is the only input chat requires
estimation. Since (7) is derived for non-dividend paying stocks, the
formula requires some modification for dividend paying stocks; hence,
the dividends on relevant stocks are required as an additional input.
The adjustment for dividends in the option valuation formula is done
in accordance with the procedure as described in [1],
Since all option positions are maintained until maturity, the
valuation formula is only required at the beginning of each of the
six-month periods. Relevant price and dividend information used to
compute the option prices comes from the CRSP and Ccmpustat data
files. The yield on six-month commercial paper, as reported in
selected issues of the Wall Street Journal , is used' as the proxy for
the risk-free rate. Finally, the variance rate is estimated from the
sample variance of the previous six-months of daily logarithmic stock
price changes.
Asset Return Calculations
Given the basic data set along with the beginning of the period
(six-months) option prices, returns were computed for the assets under
consideration on a semiannual basis. For common stocks, the standard
holding period return formulation was employed, where:
P. + D
(21) HPR. = -ii| iJ-^
i,t-l
where
:
-22-
P. = six-month ending price for stock i and time period t
^> ^
D = dividends paid on stock i during time period t
i»^
t * 1, .,., 31 (thirty-one six-month periods)
i = 1, .... 102
For the call options, the following holding period return formula-
tion was used:
V - C
(22) HPRC, . ^ - ^^J'*^ ^ih^~'^
^^''
^i,j,t-l
where
:
V » value of the call at exercise price j on stock i at the
* * end of period t (expiration)
-max[0. P^^^-X^^j^J
C.
, .
3 value of the call, at the beginning of period t, on
*^
* stock i with exercise price j
t » 1, ...,31
j » 1, . .
.
, 5 ; five altematie exercise prices were chosen
such that the initial stock price /exercise price ratio
was .90, .95, 1.00, 1.05, and 1.10
1 =« 1, ..., 102
Portfolio Return, Dispersion, and Skewness Calculations
After the individual returns for stocks and calls (across the
five stock price /exercise price ratios) were computed for each time
period, 200 portfolios of size one, two, ..., fifty were selected by
13
random sampling from the population of securities. Thus, 200 port-
folios of size one were selected, then 200 portfolios of size txro,
and so on. In all, 10,000 portfolios were selected for examination.
-23-
The portfolio return for any period t was defined as the average
of the m component stock or option returns in period t. For stocks:
m
(23) HPR - Z X HPR
c i=l ^ ^'^
where:
t = 1, ..., 31
m = the number of securities in the portfolio (m=l, ..., 50)
X. = — , an equal weighting scheme was assumed throughout
For the call options:
m
(24) HPRC. = E X. • HPRC^ .
where:
t = 1, ..., 31
m = the number of call options in the portfolio (m=l, .,., 50)
j = the stock price /exercise price classification scheme
(j=l, .... 5 for the ratios of .90, .95, 1.00, 1.05, and
1.10)
X. = — , an equal weighting scheme was assumed
X m
An average of the thirty-one semiannual portfolio returns was
then computed to obtain the mean portfolio return for each of the
10,000 portfolios over the entire period:
1 31
(25) HPR - 4i ^ HPRm 31
^^j_ t
1 31
(26) HPRC. =» T— S HPRC,
:,m 31
^^^
j,t
Next, the variance and raw skewness, about the portfolio returns,
was computed:
-24-
(27) a (HPR ) = ^ Z (HPR -HPR )
in jU ^ , t ni
31
(28) a^(HPR)=T^ E (HPR^-HPR )
m ju ^ c m
(29) a^(HPRC. ) = rj^ Z (HPRC. .-HPRC. )^
J >ni JU j.3j_ j ,C J ,ni
1^^
(30) a^(HPRC. „) = ^ 2 (HPRC -HPRC, ^)-
Finally, the mean values of equations (25) - (30) were struck across
the 200 sample values for each portfolio size m (in=»l, ..., 50). Thus,
the average return, variance and raw skewness were computed for port-
folios of size m.
The Results
The return distribution statistics, along with some supplementary
data, are presented in Tables I-VI for the various stock/option port-
folio strategies. These results will now be reviewed in light of the
issues raised in this research.
The Return Distribution Parameters and the Effects of Diversification
Reading down the return column of each of Tables I-VI, the average
return for any particular portfolio strategy remains, for all practical
l4 15purposes, constant as it should under a random selection scheme. '
Thus, there is no discernible impact of diversification upon portfolio
return, within a given portfolio strategy. As can be seen the average
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recum increases as the portfolio strategy inoves from stocks to
in the money options to out of the money options, where all values
are measured for six-month holding periods.
Shifting the focus to the variance and skewness measures, we
note that in all strategies, diversification reduces the value of
these parameters via the elimination of the non-systematic components
(the last two items in equations (3a) and (4a). Thus, these results
support the aforementioned hypotheses concerning the effects that
diversification should have upon portfolio variation and skewness.
In particular, the evidence indicates that the sign of the combination
of the last two terms in each of (3a) and (4a) are significantly posi-
tive at the one security level to produce such dramatic diversification
effects upon these parameters. Furthermore, if we assume that a port-
folio of size fifty is well-diversified in the sense that the variance
and skei*ness amounts (at this portfolio size) approximate their asymptotic
(systematic) levels. Tables I-VI demonstrate that diversification has
a different impact upon variation vis a vis skewness. Columns (4) and
(6) of each of the tables represent the rate at which the non-systematic
amounts of variance and skewness are eliminated. The results reveal
that skewness approaches its systematic level at a faster rate than
variance
.
The Systematic Levels of Variance and Skewness for Alternative
Stock/Option Strategies
Tables I-VI demonstrate that systematic variance (risk) and skew-
ness increase as one moves from stocks to options with increasingly
higher exercise prices. Thus, the hypotheses set forth in (3b), (3c),
-32-
(4b), and (4c) are supported by the empirical results. In particular,
there is a dramatic jump in the systematic levels of these distribu-
tion parameters as one moves from stocks to options that are in the
money by ten percent.
Since the results reported in Tables I-VI represent average values
for 200 portfolios of a given size, the beginning and ending amounts in
the variance and skewness columns can be interpreted as the total and
systematic levels of risk and skewness for a typical stock/option.
Thus, since an equal weighting scheme has been assumed, the systematic
(size fifty) levels found in Tables I-VI can be used to compute the
implied variation and skewness responsiveness factors inherent in the
typical option of a given stock price /exercise price classification
scheme. These factors would represent the systematic risk (beta) and
systematic skewness (gamma) inherent in the typical option of a given
classification scheme. The greater the values of the factors, the
greater is the systematic risk and systematic skewness of the option.
Thus, the average beta of an option in the jth classification scheme
can be found by solving:
(31) E[l^^.E(:^^)]] . x^, . E[;^,-E(;^^)]^
50
,
- 2
for x_^.
,
where x_^, = E x.« b.(J) and E[e_^--E(e__^. ) ]„ = .02997.
i=l
Also, the average gamma (co-skewness) of an option in the jth classifi-
cation scheme can be foxmd by solving:
-33-
50 . , 3
These results are presented in Table VTI and indicate, on an average
basis, how the systematic levels of risk and skewness increase through
the alternative asset categories.
Finally, there is the issue of whether or not some portfolio
strategies are more effective in diversification than others. In
Klemkosky and Martin [8], it was found that portfolios containing
greater levels of systematic risk also contained greater amounts of
non-systematic risk at any level of diversification. Futhermore, the
rate at which the non-systematic risk was eliminated was slower for
the portfolios with greater systematic risk. The conclusion was (for
stocks) that portfolios with greater systematic risk were less diver-
sified at any given level of diversification.
Examination of the variance and skewness columns of Tables I-VI
clearly indicates that portfolio strategies containing greater amoxmts
of systematic risk and systematic skewness also contain greater amounts
of the non-systematic components of these parameters at any level of
18diversification. Thus, our results indicate that (15) and (19) hold.
However, columns (4) and (6) in Tables I-VI reveal that the rates
at which the non-systematic components are eliminated does not vary in
any detectable fashion across alternative stock/option strategies.
Hence, (16) and (20) do not hold. Thus, an interesting question arises
as to what is the appropriate measure of whether one strategy is more
diversified than another— the amount of non-systematic risk /skewness
-34-
Table 711
Average Betas and Gammas Inherent
in Alternative Stock/Option Strategies
Strategy Beta GarmM
Stocks 1.0000 1.0000
In the Mcmey, 10% 4.4987 4.3109
In the Money, 5% 5.0594 4.9353
At the Money 5.7026 5.7287
Out of Money, 5% 6.4661 6.7960
Cut of Money, 10% 7.4437 8.3678
-35-
or the rate at which non-systematic risk/skewness is eliminated? The
answer is not clear since the amovmts of all of the relevant compo-
19
nents differ across the portfolio strategies. On the one hand,
the levels effect may be more important simply because the greater
the amount of non-systematic variation, the greater the amount of
total variation (since the systematic amount is constant) and hence
the greater the risk. On the other hand, if the rate of reduction is
the same, then the systematic levels will be reached at the same port-
folio size.
Diversification—Is It Worth It?
Traditional two-parameter asset pricing theory suggests that
relating the average return to standard deviation provides a useful
measure of the performance and, hence, attractiveness of a particular
portfolio strategy. Column (7) of each of Tables I-VI indicates that
this ratio is increasing with diversification, as it should, for all
of the portfolio strategies. Furthermore, the values decrease as one
moves into successively more "risky" strategies. Thus, stocks were
more "efficient" than options in the sense of providing more return
relative to the risk borne. Alternatively, in a systematic risk-
return framework, the size fifty values of this ratio indicates that
the additional return earned by options was outbalanced by the in-
creased level of systematic risk.
Now suppose investors base their investment decisions upon the
first three moments of the return distribution. In this framework,
the last column of Tables I-VT provides another measure of asset per-
formance. If skewness is desirable, then investors desire higher
-36-
1/3 1/2
values of (skewness) /variance) . For this sample of stocks,
this ratio is also increasing, thus implying chat diversification is
20desirable. However, for options, the opposite result occurs. This
raises the question of whether or not diversification is desirable
if option investors prefer skewness.
Conclusion
This study has analyzed the issue of diversification in the op-
tions market. The results reported, for the most part, confirm the
hypotheses stated. In particular, diversification does indeed reduce
the levels of risk and skewness inherent in alternative option port-
folio strategies. Furthermore, it appears that the additional sys-
tematic risk borne by option holders is not compensated for by the
additional return. Finally, the desirability of diversification is
questioned somewhat in light of the presumed preference of option in-
vestors for positive skewness.
-37-
Footnotes
Assuming equal weighting.
2
As was the case for the unsystematic component, with an equal
weighting scheme, the average value of this term (as m^) goes to zero.
3
Under the technique of ordinary least squares, these assumptions
are usually invoked to protect the properties of the estimated coeffi-
cients. Whether or not these assumptions hold is another matter.
Empirical evidence (see [8]) seems to indicate that the last term, for
common stocks, is positive. Thus, risk reduction would appear to re-
sult from elimination of both the last two terms in (3a).
The specification of an "option market model" is necessarily
more difficult for at least two reasons. First, since an option is
a short-lived asset, its rate of return can vary dramatically over
its life due to changes in the parameters (especially time to maturity
and the price of the underlying stock) affecting its value. Hence,
there can be a great deal of heterogeniety among an option's daily
or weekly returns which in turn can create a heteroskedastic element
in return variance. The result is that the systematic risk (proxied
by beta) of an option is apt to be very nonstationary (see [2]).
Second, "the" appropriate market factor requires careful con-
sideration. Since options are derivative assets, some would argue
that an index of stocks is the correct choice. However, some will
argue that individual assets and indexes be of the same type— thus,
implying that an index of options is more appropriate. In any event,
the issue is not clear and any market specification is apt to be in-
correct (see [11]). These two issues are not dealt with in this study,
but are the subject of another forthcoming paper by the authors.
Assuming equal weighting, this term -»0 as m^.
The value of this term should also-»0 as m-^.
As discussed in footnote 4, the quantification of these two
factors is the subject of another forthcoming paper.
a
It is important to keep in mind that the theory is formulated
in "expected" terms; whereas most of the empirical tests relate to
"ex-post" or realized results. Researchers studiously avoid the issue
of whether or not ex-post realizations are what investors expect ex-
ante. In any event, the purpose of this paper is not to specify or
test a particular theory about the pricing of option assets. Rather,
our purpose is to lend credence to the empirical results in light of
generally accepted finance theory.
-38-
9
In words, (8) says that the responsiveness of an option to
movements in the market factor, B
,
equals the product of the re-
sponsive of an option to movements in the underlying stock,
(P • N(D1)/C), and the responsive of the stock to movements in
the market factor, B . Here, "betas" are used as proxies for
the underlying systefiatic risks.
The fact that one option is in the money and the other option
is out of the money is not critical in the establishment of the en-
suing analytical argument. It simply distinguishes the two options
in the mind of the reader. The critical thing is that the exercise
prices of the two options are different.
This resixlt assumes that B > 0, which, in light of empirical
evidence, seems reasonable.
12
A paper is forthcoming which tests the importance of skewness
in explaining option returns.
13
Random samples (with replacement) were generated via a random
ntmiber generator. Alternative initial seed specifications produced
strikingly similar results. Thus, we believe our results are not
significantly biased in any detectable fashion.
14Sampling error explains the fluctuation in the return columns
as well as the nonmonotonic nature of the variance and skew as they
approach their asymptotic values. Similar phenomena occur in Evans
and Archer [7] and Simkoxjltz and Beedles [12],
Some of the prior studies in diversification, [7] and [8], have
employed logarithms because of the desirable properties of logs. How-
ever, in this study, logs cannot be used due to the fact that for some
strategies, the portfolio return was zero for a given time period and
portfolio chosen. Therefore, the results presented in Tables I-VT are
in terms of the raw data. This, of course, does introduce some addi-
tional skewness into the figures.
Columns (4) and (6) of each of Tables I-VI were tabulated via
the formulas in (16) and (20), where M = 50. Thus, the non-systematic
levels inherent in a given portfolio strategy were taken as the dif-
ference between the levels at size one (total risk or skewness) and
size fifty (systematic risk or skewness).
It is important to remember that the beta and gamma values
presented are on an average basis. That is, on average, the beta of
an option that is 10 percent in the money is 4.4987; on average, the
gamma of an option that is 10 percent in the money is 4.3109. In-
dividually, option betas and gammas will fluctuate about these levels.
The examination of these values on an individual basis, as well as
their importance in explaining option returns are being investigated
in forthcoming papers (see footnotes 4 and 12)
.
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18
Subtracting the systematic levels of these parameters from the
corresponding risk, and skewness values at a given portfolio size and
then relating these differences (the non-systematic amounts remaining)
across alternative portfolio strategies indicates that the amount of
the non-systematic levels increases in the direction of the strategies
containing higher systematic levels of these two parameters.
19
It is important to note that the comparisons are being made
across different portfolio- strategies stratified, in the case, ac-
cording to the systematic levels of relevant variables. A separate
issue is whether or not the systematic level of a given parameter is
important in explaining the effectiveness of diversification within
a given portfolio strategy. This second issue is being examined in
another forthcoming paper.
20
We are somewhat puzzled as to why this ratio increases with
diversification. Our results are in conflict with the sample results
in [12]. One possible explanation is that our sample is very special
and as a group enjoyed "above average" performance over the period
analyzed. Thus, the persistance of positive skewness probably indi-
cates one reason for this sample's desirability in option exchange
selection.
-40-
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